
EARTH
GROUND

Effective electric grounding of the
overhead power line structures is an
essential part of the planning of energy
transmission projects. Lightning and
magnetic storms may cause service
interruption and some damages to the
structures. Detailed surficial materials
mapping has proven to be an efficient
tool for the grounding strategy of a
power line. Numerous physical para-
meters can be extrapolated from such
mapping.
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Heavy equipment 
access and mobility

UNIQUE AND EFFECTIVE 
STRATEGIES FOR CONSTRUCTION 
PLANNING

Throughout the previously described

stages, an uninterrupted attention is given

to the planning of the forthcoming construc-

tion process. This planning involves equip-

ment circulation and mobility as well as

access of heavy equipment to the construc-

tion site. The best conditions allow constant

circulation within the power line right-of-way.

However, it is common for heavy equipment

to move out of this path in order to bypass

obstacles. In this respect, strategies are

designed to identify portions of the right-of-

way where circulation is possible and design

bypass ramps to circumvent circulation

impediments. The entire path of the projected

power line will be connected to existing roads

and multiple access ramps will be identified

to optimize heavy equipment mobility and

minimize useless demobilization.

Once this work is completed, the promoter

and constructors will have in hand detailed

worksheets and maps.

In addition to this work, all the sources of

borrow materials will be identified in support

of the construction process. 

This map shows the road and ramps designed for the construction of a projected power line. The
main access road is shown by a thicker line. For optimal planning, the surficial materials composition
of the projected construction road is color coded. Red dots indicate the location of the towers. Yellow
areas indicates sections of the right-of-way where circulation of heavy equipment is not possible. 
To circumvent these difficulties, multiple access and bypass ramps (red thin lines) are identified. 

OVERHEAD
Transmission lines

OUR TEAM OF GEOSCIENTISTS WILL 
PROVIDE THE CRITICAL UNDERSTANDING 
OF THE TERRITORY FOR OPTIMIZED 
TRANSMISSION LINE DEVELOPMENT 

The experience of Poly-Géo in

major overhead transmission line

projects extends over 20 years in

suburban, rural, and remote areas

of eastern Canada. Our involve-

ment in such major projects

cumulates a few thousand kilome-

tres on which our expertise has

been beneficial through all phases

of the decision making process.

Our action takes place at various

stages from the delineation of

wide corridors between the start

and end points of a projected

power line, to providing geotech-

nical information for the actual

final positioning of the power line

path and tower location. From

early exploratory work to the final construction

planning, including heavy equipment mobility

and moves during installation, Poly-Géo has

Over two decades 
of corridor optimization

developed unique strategies that have proven

to be efficient to lower the overall costs of plan-

ning, field investigations and construction. 

Sequential
work flow
leading 
to efficient 
planning
Construction of an overhead transmis-
sion line involves a sequence of actions
where identification of the regional
geological framework and technical
difficulties has a strong input on down-
stream decisions. The acquisition of
detailed information from the geologi-
cal and geomorphic contexts actively
contributes to identify an optimized
path for the power line and finds its
benefits through the overall effective-
ness of the work and the lowering of
expenditures. 



Landscape topography, relief, hydro-

graphy, wetlands, surficial materials,

social and environmental factors are key

components of the overhead transmis-

sion line's path selection process. Initial

path proposals within a given corridor

will mostly take into account the land-

scape topography. At this stage, digital

elevation models, digital slope models,

and general surficial materials distribution

will provide enough information to iden-

tify multiple potential paths. Economic

and social considerations, along with nat-

ural preservation regulations will orient

downstream selection. The remaining

paths will beneficiate from a deeper

insight involving surficial deposits and

geomorphic mappings. These two inputs,

conducted concurrently, will identify with

details the nature of the materials and

small scale topographic features that

may facilitate or impede the passage of

a power line along a given path. 

Once this work has been completed,

a few paths will stand out and both the

promoter and local authorities will have

in hand the needed information for the

final selection of the optimized path of

the power line. 

FROM THE CORRIDOR 
DESIGNATION. . . . . . TO THE SELECTION OF THE GROUND  

STRUCTURES BASED ON SURFICIAL    
MATERIALS AND TERRAIN CONDITIONS

Regional mapping 
of surficial materials

General digital 
slope model

Use of digital elevation 
models for initial path 
location

Tools for definitive 
overhead transmission 
line positioning

MAJOR 
PROJECTS
More than
20 years of
experience 
Poly-Géo has been an active partici-
pant to numerous major overhead
transmission line projects for Hydro-
Québec, the largest producer of
hydroelectricity in North America

The map below outlines the extent of
the territory where we have worked
through the last 20 years (broad cor-
ridors in gray, detailed path in red). 

The uniqueness of this
firm finds itself in its 
in-depth knowledge of
the needs of overhead
transmission lines, at
every stages. The partici-
pation of Poly-Géo in 
our projects represents
an added value and a 
guarantee of high quality, 
professional services.

CLAUDE HUET, Civil Engineer
Team leader
Line Conception and Transportation Civil
Engineering
Hydro-Québec

Once an optimized path has been selected,

more detailed work will be accomplished in

support to the power line design, tower loca-

tion, and support type selection. The mapping

of the previous stages will be used in assis-

tance to the positioning of the line in the opti-

mized path. High resolution surficial materials

mapping, which involves the evaluation of

the bedrock depth will come in support for

the location of the towers and selection of

the general tower support design. An addi-

tional high-resolution air-photo interpretation

can be conducted at the very location of the

towers' feet. This work is of great help for

the individual support design selection in areas

of non-homogeneous composition of the sur-

ficial materials.  It has also been beneficial for

geotechnical investigation planning.

Selection of final
path based on 
surficial materials,
slopes, social and
environmental
parameters. 

High resolution surficial material mapping and
location of overhead transmission line towers 
in selected paths.

Selection of the 
optimized path
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